Introduction
Syntactical robustness is a desired design properry of natural language parsers. Within the past decade, several developmental robustness approaches have been %rwarded: Syntax-free semantic passing [1] co,~lstraint relaxation after parse failure in a pattern matching [2] or ATN framework [:3,4] , parse tree fittiug [5] and several non-formalized case frame approaches (e.g. the parser series in [6, 7] ). Three approaches [5, 8, 9] account for special defectivities by extending grarnmatical coverage. This paper refo,:mulates the so-called weakness approach, first, published in [I0], which extends robustness to declarative parsing formalisms.
There are serious shortcomings in robustness research, emerging fl'om the common view of robustness as a parsing and not as a representation problem. Typically, two distinct representation levels for grammatical and non-grammatical language are assumed. The former is given by the basic fi'amework, the latter by relaxed pattern slots [2] or ATN arc re.sis [3] , by "nongrammatical" meta-rules [4] , by some construction specific strategies [6, 7] or by the schema mechanism [11] . \Virile formalism syntax is somet;irues specified (e.g. [4, 10] ), ~ semantics of robust grmmnar formalisms, being m'.cessa.ry to define these two representation levels, has not been given vet. Without a well-defined formalism semantics, it is impossible to predict the behaviour of a (robust) grammar fragment when applied to non-grammatical language. Therefore, no robustness methodology has been available until For a \,VA().S(.~-grammar f!'agme,/t to be robust, its formalism's weakness is necessary l,nt, not sm'Iicient and its adequacy w.r.t, defecti.v¢~ !anguage is necessary but not sufficient. Robustness theory is to show that defective lang~ ~)'? is cxactl.q the language described by "weal¢" des< riplion methods. Any less metaphorical constrtlction of the notion of weakness needs a considerable formal apparatus.
The WACSG Formalism
A WACSG grammar rule is a context Dee production annotated with an attribute-value-(av-) formula. The following two subsections deal with weakness relations for context free grammars and av-languages. Section 3.3, then, sp,~ci -ties the \\"ACSG formalism semanlics. 
Partial String Languages

L(G) and RPSL(G) are context-free and we have L(G) C RPSL(G), L(G) usually being much smaller than RPSL(G).
(2)
ge.n~ : t x (Catind U Lex) + --* {0, 1}
('3)
Let G be a RPSG.
• nTSS(G) = c Lex+ ] 3w e : 1}
Attribute-Value Languages
The av-language c9 is a first order predicate logic including l-dry function symbols and two 2-dry predicates "~" and "E"for equality and set membership, respectively. 
DNF(RNF(A)) : RNF(A)
Robustness in the area of av-languages is the ability to cope with inconsistent (i.e. overspeeifled) formulae. Two different methods for maintaining consistency will be considered, namely set weakening and default formulae.
Set weakening
In robustness theory, the purpose of av-sets is to weaken the flmction condition on drstructures. Set weakening may be used e.g. tbr the transition from an inconsistent formula A = x(syn)(case) ~ nora A x(syn)(case)~ akk to a consistent (therefore non-equivalent) formula A x(syn)(case)=xl ~ nom Axa~ akk As1 E x(syn)(case) A x2 C x(syn)(case). This U'ansition preserves case information, but not inconsistency for the denotatmn J[x~ . In general, set weakening is defined as follows:
(4)
Let A E cO a fonmfla in disjunctive nor--mal form and t a non-constant tenn. Since satisfiability of A does not follow from satisfiability of A ~ (see above), A t is weaker-of equivalent to A. However, the theoretically motivated Aqnotation has not been integrated into WACSG formalism, since set weakening can be achieved by using the predicate "6".
Dethults
r£he classical subsurnption ~_ gives a partial ordering within tile set of av-models. There are, however, no inconsistent models. Therefore, a partiality notion with inconsistency must be based upon descriptions i.e. av-formulae. The relation 3-partial _C 0 ~ is a subsumption-isomorphisrn into a (canonical) subset of 0. The relation 0-partial defined below is still weaker in allowing inconsistency of one formula B and can be shown to be a superset of 3-partial, i.e. 3-partial C_ 0-partial.
Let I 6 0 aconjunctionofliterals, and A,B 6 CO . Then A 0-partial B iff:
RNF(A A I) ¢ RNF(A) 2. RNF(A A I) = RNF(B), if RNF(B) 7! 2 DNF(A A I) = DN F(B) otherwise a. leNF(A) ¢
Tile formula I C c) may be restricted to be a conjunction of default literals, whose predicate is marked with a. subscript a. This gives a default relation, which is a subset of a superset of subsumption between formulae. A relation of default-satisfiability "l=a" may be based upon this default relation. It is easy to demonstrate that a default-relation like this has some desired disambiguation properties: a disjunctive formula 
mar G is called weak iff D(C;) -SDDE(G) ¢ O. (s)
Let; C be a WACSG grammar, G 1~ the cf base of G and ~'~ the cf part of a derivation w E f~(G) • Let M be the set of av-mode!s.
• D(G) = {< u,,ell >E Lea: + x M [ 3a0 9-Cc)
u, C: IePSL~(G a:)
e. M 
• $DDE((;) = {< w,M >~ Lex + x M [ 3wEg.(G)
¢,, =
NP-restarts
The following WACSG rules 11-14 deal with openly coordinated NP restarts and are easily generalized to prepositional, adverbial or adjectival phrase restarts. Under the coordination hypothesis, a parallelism between defective and non-defective restarts is assumed. Rightrecursive coordination of defective and nondefective conjuncts is unrestricted. In 11, equations simulating semantic and syntactic projections (see [18] ) "control up" the syntactic but not, the semantic description of afl conjunct in a restart construction.
In rules 13,14, partial string indices ,sef3r~ und PAH allow a defect conjunct to cover a prefix substring (if no phonological restart marker of category AC is present) or every substring (if there is a restart marker).
aHowever, it does contribute t,o meaning in an intensional sense: ~3-substrings are not, absurd.
i~,ulc 1.1 applies set weakening to the syntactic av structures of both conjuncts, resulting in a well-l:nown coordina.tion treatment [19] . Default eqtmtions provide disaml)iguation to syntactic features [~x:(syn)(case)~ and ~x:(syn)(gender)]] , since defectiviV may render the first conjunct ambiguous 4. Furthermore, rule 15 shows default weakening of the syntactic description of NP's. l)istribut.ed av formulae may be necessary for one conjunct but inconsistent with (the description of) the other. This situation ma.y arise due to contamination of the first: (fl-) conjunct. Independently it can be shown that contaminations almost exclusively affect syntactic (as opposed to semantic) t~atures. Now, if the conditions coherence and completeness (see [11] ) are detined on semantic structure, syntactic coherence can be inforced by lexicalized formulae as shown in 19 that depend on a syntactic defectivity feature ~x(syn)(defec)] 
VP-restarts
Although VP-restarts follow the same lines as NP-restarts, open coordination of detective conjuncts imposes additional problems 5.
'll"or any av-term t, It] is the denotation of t (in |he modcq in question).
"'A coordination construct.ion is calfed open ifl" there is a constituent whose av structure is distributed over the syntactic av-set assigned {.o this construction. The example C2 (appendix) involves a distributed av-structure, whose description is inconsistent with respect to syntactic case subcategorization of fl's finite verb gefiillt.
Conclusion
The reformulation of robustness theory as a theory of weak grammars (and, consequently, of robust parsing as parsing of weak grammars) has enabled both the specification of working parsets [17] and a substantial explanation of nongl'ammatical langua;ge. Further study has to be done. Cross-linguistlc resear& on defective const.ructions (e,g. non-grammatical ellipses) and a default logic ma~oching methodological standards of A1 theory remain important desiderata,. Our prediction {hat there is no strong theory of defectiveness, however, invites for falsification. 
